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i heard this fine band back
ty half a century ago when, as

Kaham Citadel, they had me wide
d and totally amazed by their superb

: i - r ; This was in the days when the
han" contained such superb musicians as

sr.tk Diffey and Bram Gregson. Another very
inificant hearing of this band for me was when
had relocated and was known as it is now - Enfield

jcacel. The band had been literally re-built and I was equally
acazed at what it could do, this time with class acts such as
Messrs Hutchinson, Martin and Wise occupying some of the

:•! :ists seats - and then there was the band in the '90s led by the
r*-esomely talented David Daws. All truly wonderful bands and
•nth one common factor - Bandmaster James Williams, the master
~usician who led the band with the greatest distinction over four
decades. I should add that James' leadership was sincere, both
—usically and personally.

Zr.rield Citadel Band now has a new young and highly talented
conductor, Bandmaster Jonathan Corry - like James a cornet and
trumpet player and a fine musician. The Classically Enfield CD
is the first recorded material that has come across my desk since
Jonathan was appointed Bandmaster earlier this year, so I was
more than a little interested in finding out how one of the world's
finest Salvation Army Corps bands was performing under the
young maestro.

From the opening bars of Fanfare preceding Peri, Dukas, expertly
arranged by Richard Holz, one can sit back, listen and enjoy the
pure, full, rich and expansive sounds of Enfield Band, which are
evident all the way through the CD. It is most refreshing to hear the
Enfield hallmarks are still very much in place - the sonority of the
lower end of the band and the vibrant and brightness of the higher
voices. Bandmaster Corry has obviously been doing his homework
in keeping the traditional Enfield sound very much in place.

As one would expect from the title of the CD, the track choice
is classical repertoire transcribed for band. It has been carefully
selected and the running order is well balanced. The inclusion of
Keith Wilkinson's arrangement of Beatrice and Benedict is most
welcome. A regional test-piece in the early 1980's, it doesn't get
aired as often as it might. The band and conductor show great
musicality (as is evident throughout the CD) with a lightness of
musical touch and an exciting mobility throughout the ensemble.
Another overture, The Magic Flute, superbly arranged by Michael
> i-yon displays similar characteristics from the band.

The CD features two highly distinguished and famous soloists,
both Salvationist musicians: Dudley Bright, Principal Trombone
:•:" the London Symphony Orchestra and Christopher Deacon, Co-

rrcipal Trumpet of the Royal Ballet Sinfonia and regularly seen
•fa many of London's top orchestras.

ey performs Lend me Your Aid from The Queen of Sheba
iounod arr Marshall) and Sound an Alarm from Judas

:-. _ • Handel arr Hawkes), with Christopher Deacon
; Queen of the Night's Aria (Mozart arr Blyth) and the
land third movements from Haydn's Trumpet Concerto

:;." Ray Steadman-Allen. All four solo renditions make a
ct - and would do so on any recording or in any concert

hall. The Queen of the Night made this listener really sit up
and take notice. Christopher Deacon is a wonderful

trumpet player and the full breadth of his range,
sound and musicality are there for all to hear

in this solo. Dudley Bright's international
reputation as one of the finest soloists is

ably demonstrated on both solo tracks.

Ray Steadman-Allen's arrangement
of Dvorak's New World Symphony
is performed with both zeal and
sensitivity, while Goldsmith's version
for band of Handel's Hallelujah
Chorus provides a cracking finale
to the CD with some very fine and

powerful soprano cornet playing
observed.

This CD has been a real joy to listen to
and review. It is also most heartening that

in a world where change seems to be the norm
and things once reliable are not necessarily to be

relied upon, that the Enfield Citadel Band's long established
reputation for music excellence built up over many many years
by Bandmaster Williams and his predecessors is very much in
place. Bravo Enfield Citadel Band and Bandmaster Jonathan
Corry. On listening to this CD, the Enfield Citadel Band is in
good musical hands with Jonathan Corry and the band should
look to the future with a high degree of confidence.

This is a very fine recording, superbly produced by Trevor
Caffull and Salvatonist Publishing & Supplies, with most
informative inlay notes by Dr. Ronald Holz. A band and
conductor on top form, playing quality, well transcribed
repertoire and two fantastic brass soloists - a real must-have
item in any brass band aficionados CD collection. Philip Biggs

Guest Soloists Dudley Bright and Christopher
Deacon

Available direct from Enfieid Band

£13.95 including postage (UK only)
Cheques made payable to 'The Salvation Army'

Send to: Band Secretary, 3 Thomas Close,
Brentwood, Essex CM 15 8BS

www.enfieidband.orq.uk
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